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Exhibitions

We meet on Thursday 28 February at 7.30

Paul

pm,

exhibition refresh on 4 March; please do

at

the

Cornmeadow

Royal
Lane,

British

Legion,

WR3 7RL.

The programme includes:-

Eric - file types (including for Mac)
Clive - AV, the poor cousin of photography
Barrie - One-minute and one-image Avs.

Please do enter the Annual Nature
Competition (by 5 March). Trophies for best
PDI and Best Print. Send Duncan PDIs via
email and Eric is collecting prints at club
meetings on 26 Feb & 5 Mar. Rules here;

After the refreshment break, we will be

any queries, Eric is happy to help.

showing members’ AVs, (maximum of 6
minutes
please.)

and new work if available

of

the

Thorneloe

many members as possible representing
There's also Contemporary Group on the full range of the club.
Thursday 7 March - see page 2

Competitions
Janet - a beginners’ intro to AV

us

offer a print if you can - it’s good to see as

All

members are welcome.

reminds

The hand-in period starts on 4 March for the
Annual AV competition. Do have a go!
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You are also invited to submit prints of
Spetchley Gardens (must have been taken
within the Estate) for the forthcoming
exhibition which will be set up on Monday
25th March. Labels as for Thorneloe.
See overleaf for the label format. The
pictures should be the standard black
frames with titles mounted behind the
glass on the left when facing the picture.

Contemporary Group 7 March
Here's advance information about the CPG meeting on 7 March.
The portrait photographer, Peter Adams, says 'Great photography is
about depth of feeling, not depth of field'.
Tessa includes an image taken of an unremarkable set of sandy
steps. She says, "as I stood at this point I was suddenly enveloped
with the feeling of being my 7-year-old self and the holidaywonderment that I was going 'on the beach'. This was not a visual
memory (although I had indeed stood at this point as a child) but a
feeling memory".
Steps, Tessa Mills FRPS

Here's another helpful quote from an outstanding photographer, this time Minor White, who said: “..not only photograph things for what
they are, but for what else they are.”
Their time will come again, Clive Haynes FRPS.

Taking this point, Clive's image of Remembrance Day poppies found
inside a small country church (from his continuing 'Behind The Altar'
series), serves two purposes. Firstly and prosaically, we see poppies
shoved inside a translucent box. But secondly and significantly, they
rest, having served their purpose and like those they represent, wait to
be recalled and remembered.
We have a great tool for communication with our cameras and at our
Contemporary evening

thoughts are opened up, ideas are

investigated, techniques are illuminated,

treasured memories are

evoked and most of all, our enjoyment is shared.
As the regular feature and core element of the evening we look
forward to seeing pictures from group members. Do contribute your images whether 'work in progress' or simply for the enjoyment of
sharing. We are always surprised and delighted to see so many different ways of seeing, responses and interpretations of our world - and
to enjoy the discussion each image allows.
Do join us on Thursday, 7 March at our usual venue, 7.30pm.

Tessa and Clive

Please remember, up to ten JPEG images (or prints) in a Folder 'A' with your name attached. AVs welcome, 7 minutes max. If you would like to
show more, create a second folder labelled 'B' also with your name as a 'reserve'.. Please let Clive know if you are contributing images (prints,
PDI or AV). PDIS 1600(w) x 1200(h) pixels. If you are contributing an AV, please also let Clive have two representative images at this size.
If you haven't yet signed up for the CPG email list but might be interested, do go to the members' area of the website and update your
preferences.
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Diploma presentations

Nick Baldwin WGDP,

Susan

Lewis WGDP and Terry Wells
WGDP were presented with
their diploma certificates by
Chairman

Paul

Mann

last

weel. last week.

Pictures by Clive Haynes

Digital Group
Last Thursday Martin gave a really helpful presentation on Lightroom workflow to a very full house.
Among the topics covered were the use of profiles in the most recent CC, using autosync to edit multiple images at a time, and creating
some simple (one function only) presets so that they can be used cumulatively.
Here's the Lightroom Queen on how to find the profiles if you haven't already done so, with a useful reminder in there that you can vary
the strength of effect with the Amount slider.
Here is an article on how the profiles work and how they differ from a preset for those who want to 'look under the bonnet' a bit.
And finally, if, like me, you find it annoying to have to scroll right down to get to the Transform controls, don't forget you can now
customize the Develop panels. Right click on any of the Develop panel sections and select Customize. A popup will let you drag and
drop the panels into your chosen order. You will need to save the settings and relaunch LR for the change to take effect.
Ruth B
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Congratulations!
Three rousing cheers for Barrie Glover ARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2 who has just had his results from the Bristol
International, five acceptances one of which was what he cheerfully refers to an "Horrible Mention" for Pheromone
Testing.

Dr Jenny Rees Mann has had two MidPhot acceptances for the two lovely images below,
Sunbeams and Dewdrops and Tuscany Mists.

And finally, in a family double-act, Paul Mann ARPS CPAGB has also had two acceptances in MidPhot with Tuscany
Dawn and La Pyramide. (See overleaf).

Excellent news, and congratulations to all!

Dr Jenny Rees Mann
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Paul Mann ARPS CPAGB

North of the border
Two more stunning scenes from Jayne Winter ARPS BPE1* continue our Scottish theme from last week; Dawn over the Sound of Mull
and Loch na Keal across to Ben More.
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Jayne Winter ARPS BPE1

Lichfield
Back to the Midlands now with Peter Willis …
1

2

3

6

Peter Willis says:- A visit on 13 February provided these different views of Lichfield, following on from those in last week’s issue.
A short Royal Mail promotion featuring a Valentine's Day theme, on just four post boxes in the UK (out of over 115,000 in daily use)
showing here on snaps 1 and 2 located in the centre of Lichfield and featuring work from
local author Anna Seward.
On the previous page, we have (1) the
famous view of the cathedral, with over
my right shoulder picture 2, with the King
George 6th late 1930s post box with some
modern day company, and over my left
shoulder picture 3, both of which add just
a little 21st-century “flavour” to the
proceedings ,I thought, virtually next door
to the wonderful cathedral.
Wheelie bins are generally a pain I think,
only lightened, a bit, by use of

the

different colours the various authorities
choose for their type of bins.

And a couple
more
monumental
shots from the
Lichfield
phototrip from
Barrie Glover
ARPS DPAGB,
BPE4 WSDP2.
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Brothers in Brum
Malcolm and Clive Haynes have been hitting the city again. Enjoy their differing takes on Birmingham…

Clive by Malcolm

Malcolm by Clive
Entrance, Clive Haynes FRPS

Crazy Geometry, Clive Haymes FRPS

Bike parking Clive Haynes FRPS
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Decision Time:
The Crossing:

Malcolm
Haynes

A Bird in the
Bullring;
The

Dead

Scoundrels Club
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A Shetland trip (part 2)
Picking up the ‘North of the border’ theme again, we have some of Les Bailey’s
diary and images from his Shetland trip. If you missed the Up Helly Aa set last
week, do take a look!

Monday 28 January
Up early, and in port, a light breakfast (!) then off the boat and onto
the bus. The first thing we learnt from the driver was that they are
SHETLANDERS and definitely not Scottish. There's an apparent
dislike of the SNP and its leader Nicola Fish…
The islands are roughly 200 miles from Norway, we'd travelled
260 from Aberdeen. There's no semblance of English history or
presence.

After that, to Scalloway, with a brief stop to scan Mousa Island and

Until about 1480 the islands were Danish, then

the Broch, built around 2500 years ago, en route. Scalloway was

acquired (through a marriage) by Scotland. Shetlanders are mostly
(60%) of Norwegian descent, and their dialect is 'different'.
First stop was Jarlshof (yarlshof). Located at Sumburgh Head near
the southern tip of Mainland Shetland, the site has over 4,000
years of 'touchable' history.

The 16th-century Earl's House

(Jarlshof) lies in ruins, built over Neolithic remains. Incredible. The
brickwork is amazingly well done, very well finished and shaped.
Must have been aliens!

Scalloway

Sumburgh

one of two harbours used to launch resistance attacks on the Nazis
following their invasion of neutral Norway in 1940. The bus started
in earnest when it was realised that small boats could easily make

There is a Broch, a

the crossing. These were later replaced by submarine chasers,

roundhouse with a

gifted by America. The bus played a significant part in convincing

cavity wall; (the

the Nazis that the Allies intended to invade Norway, forcing the

best example in

Germans to maintain garrisons in Norway throughout the war.

Europe of a Broch
is on Mousa island,
there is a lay-by to
park and gaze, but
not easy to get a decent
photo).
Then on to Sumburgh
Head and the Stevenson's
lighthouse. Interesting but
closed.

The Atlantic and

North Sea collide here,
swell…

thanks

for

the

memory.
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The Stewart Castle stands in ruins in the town, last home of the

30 January

villainous Earl Patrick Stewart, beheaded in Edinburgh in February
1615. It was claimed he made extreme financial demands of his
tenants, and had their hair and blood used in the mortar - lovely...
29 January (Up Helly Aa Day)
With a free day, we firstly visited Lerwick museum and archive.
After lunch we had booked a concert 'Fiery Sessions', having no
idea what it would be, but guessing we would be out of the
Busta view

expected rain/snow/ wind/cold. We learnt that the temperature

We stayed at Busta House Hotel, about 40 minutes’ drive north of

rarely falls below 5 degrees, but that it can be 5 on any day of the

Lerwick on Busta Voe, a large 'rectangular inlet. Great hotel,

year! Warm clothes stayed in the case. We were told there's

comfortable, helpful, too much very good food. Our schedule was

nothing wrong with the weather, you're just wearing the wrong

to leave after breakfast, drive north to Toft ferry port, 20-minute

clothes!

crossing to Ulsta, Yell; drive across Yell to Gutcher ferry, 10minute crossing to Belmont, Unst, drive as far north as is possible.

The concert was amazing; four groups of 'fiddlers', followed by a

Had we been driving ourselves, we would never have done the

professional fiddler and pianist. One groups was aged from 10 to

full distance: too many photo opportunities. Well…

13, and they were very good; the 10-year old only having played

Toft Voe, Ulsta, Yell to Shetland

for a year. Another group, 15- and 16-year-olds, was more than

So no stops en

excellent, having won many local and National folk competitions.

route

Children to be proud of, dedicated to their music.

couldn't afford to
miss

to
the

Toft,
ferry.

Very easy crossing
to Ulsta, time to
get out onto deck
and enjoy some
fresh air.

Then

again, no stops on
Yell, another ferry
to catch, Gutcher
to Belmont; this
time only a 10minute
small

crossing,
ferry,

no

room to get out.
Light snow had
fallen overnight,
not deep but nice
to see.
Unst is as far north
as you can get, but has some spectacular scenery, most of which
we had no time for; but at least it was a taster. Unst boasts the
remains of at least 60 longhouses, the highest density of rural
Viking sites anywhere, including Scandinavia. Three longhouses
have been excavated, at Hamar, Underhoull and Belmont - but
we didn't have time…
We stopped at the replica Norse longhouse and longship at
Haroldswick. The ship replicates the Gokstad, found in a burial
mound and containing the remains of a very wealthy man who
died in battle. The museum near Oslo is a fascinating insight into
Viking history and artefacts. Well worth a visit.
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Haroldswick
longship

Abandoned
cot, Yell

We continued to Saxa Vord, about as far north as can be driven - except that there is a road over a hill, and from the summit you can see
out to Muckle Flugga, another Stevenson lighthouse perched on a rock; claimed to be the furthest north inhabited island in the UK; the
lighthouse is now automated. There is a rocky outcrop a little further north (no chance of being lived on).
Lunch and photos at Saxa Vord, crofts, operational and abandoned, then back south via
Baltasound and the world-famous Unst bus shelter. Something over 20 years ago the old
shelter blew down and the council removed it. Young Bobby MacAulay, 7, wrote and
said he left his bike there to keep it dry while he caught the school bus, so the council
installed a new shelter, known as Bobby's, obviously.
Cruise ships come in to the sound, disembark thousands of people to witness the bus
shelter, with its TV, microwave, themed decor, occasional home-made cakes and visitors'
book. There isn't a semblance of English history on Shetland, it's completely Norse and
yet this internationally recognised bus shelter isn't on a bus route, there aren't regular
buses as such, and that seems typically English humour. It had its own web site, but
ceased because of too many visitors and annually changing themes. It was set up as a cinema during Unstfest, with a screen, a projector
and the blessing of the country's top film critic Mark Kermode, who described it as "remarkable". Mark took his mother there to watch
the film... With a capacity of two, it's not difficult to fill.
Baltasound has a supermarket, The Final Checkout. The distillery at Saxa Vord was closed, so a compulsory stop there to buy Shetland
Gin and goodies, then basically back to Lerwick the way we came, and to the ferry. This crossing was perfect, a mill pond.

Saxa Vord croft
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Abandoned croft;
Balta, Unst;
Unst bus shelter.

An I-phone picture taken from the
bus, that shows part of an area 5 miles
by 10 miles where SSE have planning
consent to install over a hundred
wind turbines.
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Competitions & exhibitions
Chance to win a travel voucher each week.

Portrait of Britain close 18 April.

The Big Picture (fees) Natural World closes Cheltenham (PSA, FIAP, PAGB,
1 March.

GPU) closes 1 April.

Creative Art (PSA, FIAP) 4 March.

La

Coupe

Lumière

AV

festival.
Belfast Photo Festival closes 8 March
Smethwick AV closes 9
Coachella closes 11 March. (PSA)

March.

Estonia Photo Salon closes 29 March.

London Salon opens 3
March, Closes 20 May.

Beautiful Life Salon Mar. 1, 2019 – (PSA
BPE

2019-087) (Russia) 2 sections: PID Colour:
Open; PTD: Travel.

VECC closes 28 Feb
12th i-phone photography awards FAQ

Basingstoke

Closes 31 March 2019.

Image 19 S Birmingham Closes 3 March

BWPA (fees) - wildlife. 6 April.

2 March

Rushden Open 7 April.

Click to find more

Robin Hood

recognised salons

20 April

Neath closes 21 April

above…

Dates for the diary
27

February

7pm

Photocafe

@

The Severn Valley Railway is back to
2 March Chester Northgate Locks Open weekend action after a busy half-term

1000Trades with Fraser McGee.

Day.

week. Check out forthcoming special

27 Feb 6pm GRAIN Photographer’s Talk

events or just take a trip…
2 March Montgomery Canal Walk.

27 February In the Midst of the Gorillas
Photography

talk

at

Nature

in

Art,

The Great Central Railway is the UK's only
2-3 March Harvington Hall Living history

Twigworth. Book on 01452 731422.

double track, main line heritage railway. It’s
the only place in the world where full size

Plan a Steam day at Papplewick - 8 dates steam engines can be seen passing each
Wildlife PotY 2018 is still on at Nature in

from April. Why not make a WCC Phototrip other – just as it was when steam ruled the

Art, Twigworth until 17 March.

of it?

rails. Check out forthcoming events and the
regular timetable.

Carousel' premieres at the Borderlines

16 March Green Dwelling opens at

Film Festival in March at the Courtyard in

Compton Verney.

Hereford and then on to Malvern Theatres
and surrounding villages. It is based around
the vast photographic archive of the late
RPS Fellow, Derek Evans, covering all
aspects of Herefordshire life, including his
studio in Edgar Street.
Don’t forget the Photography Show… 1619 March. See last week’s Photonews for

Advance booking is advisable for the GWSR

discount codes. Enter the Canon free
draw by 1 March.

Wartime in the Cotswolds event 27-28

10 March WWT guided
Kingsford Forest park.

April.

walk,

Do let me know of any interesting events!
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